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The Itchy Little Musk Ox 2015-08-01 the patience of a little musk ox is sorely tried when he
suffers an itch that he cant scratch theres not a tree in sightnothing to rub against for
reliefso he wanders away from the herd looking for a branch a rock pile anything on his
journey he meets with three individuals a buffalo a wolf and a native woman through his
interaction with each one he learns something new and affirming about himself before
returning to the herd endnotes include information about how musk ox were native to alaska
until they were decimated by hunters in 1865 then reintroduced in the early 1930s biological
behavioral details about the animals and info about the cottage industry among native
villages in which women knit the qiviut kiv ee oot the rare underwool into beautiful warm
garments learn more two page section provides facts and information about the animal and
about qiviut the softest wool in the world which comes from musk ox
The Alaska Almanac 2012-02-29 alaska s favorite factbook has answers to all your questions
about geography economy climate sports cultures and people of the 49th state this new
edition contains hundreds of entries photos charts timelines schedules event calendars maps
annual highlights index and much more back by popular demand humorous factoids are
sprinkled throughout this edition from alaska s favorite comedian mr whitekeys the king of
quirky the wizard of wacky and lover of all things trivial about the last frontier
The Publishers Weekly 2006 the childrens book review index contains review citations to
give your students and researchers access to reviewers comments and opinions on thousands
of books periodicals books on tape and electronic media intended and or recommended for
children through age 10 the volume makes it easy to find a review by authors name book title
or illustrator and fully indexes more than 600 periodicals
Children's Book Review Index 2008 2008-08 calling something world famous doesn t make it
world famous but the alaska highway actually is known around the world mention the name
or its familiar nickname the alcan and somebody in the crowd has driven it or has always
wanted to do the highway and why not this amazing road through the northern reaches of
canada and into alaska has cast a spell on the motoring public for more than sixty years ever
since it was hurriedly built in 1942 after world war ii with the opening of the road to civilians
alaska was finally a drive to destination and the stream of tourists hasn t stopped the alaska
highway spans the northern reaches of canada into alaska this illustrated guide highlights
this amazing stretch of road that has cast a spell on the motoring public for more than 60
years
The World-famous Alaska Highway 2008 the 31st edition of this trusted almanac guides
readers toward a thorough understanding of the weird and wonderful state of alaska
Alaska Almanac 2007-11 the book of 本草纲目 ben cao gang mu translated as essentials of
chinese materia medica was completed by li shizhen in 1578 after conducting readings of 800
other medical reference books and carrying out 30 years of field study for this and many
other achievements li shizhen is compared to shennong a god in chinese mythology who gave
instruction on agriculture and herbal medicine the compendium of materia medica has 53
volumes in total the text is written classified into 16 divisions and 60 orders for every herb
there are entries on their names a detailed description of their appearance and odor nature
medical function effects and side recipes etc with the publication of compendium of materia
medica not only did it improve the classification of how traditional medicine was compiled
and formatted but it was also an important medium in improving the credibility and scientific
values of biology classification of both plants and animals compendium of materia medica is
also more than a mere pharmaceutical text for it includes a vast amount of information on
topics as wide ranging as biology chemistry geography mineralogy geology history and even
mining and astronomy which might appear to have little connection with herbal medicine
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American Book Publishing Record 2005 drought in the north flooding in the south and
displacement of people strange ethnic groups are different evil spirits haunt the frontier
confuse the central plains and the farmland is barren and the war is hard to stop the old have
no support and the young have no support
Essentials of Chinese Materia Medica 1812 changes threaten the existence of the tribes
living across the american frontier in the mid 1800s their survival comes to rest on dark
moon she has the power to heal animals yet she is feared and shunned by her people few men
dare to love her but in her tale of tragedy and triumph hatred and love she will become a
legend and a hero as her tribe s last hope for survival
Ocean division Rhyme 1997 this book is meant for economic botanists pharmacognosists
pharmacologists interested in natural products or people interested in searching for a new
medicinal or bioactive drugs from higher plants
Natural History, General and Particular ... Illustrated with Above Six Hundred
Copper Plates. The History of Man and Quadrupeds Translated, with Notes and
Observations, by William Smellie ... A New Edition ... Corrected and ... Enlarged, by
Many Additional Articles, Notes, and Plates, and Some Account of the Life of M. de
Buffon. By William Wood 2006 talk about intoxicating for the perfect new year s punch
blend the following one woman determined to find her inner vixen a notorious and
notoriously hot playboy a provocative new year s eve bash an impulsive kiss that leads to a
night of explosive passion claire daniels is looking for love even if she has to get it from her
ex boyfriend but when she sees him on the last night of the year with another woman she
kisses the guy closest to her instead only he doesn t want to stop at a kiss it turns out that ty
coleman is the biggest playboy in dallas and claire s all for a decadent fresh start after all ty s
definitely well qualified to give her a sizzling good time then again it s all fun and games until
someone loses her heart
Musk Ox Babies of the Far North 1826 this is a true story about the adventures of the
author and her family on their cattle ranch and sawmill in the early 1950 s it is compelling
because this family left an opulent lifestyle in vancouver b c where the author s parents were
business and social leaders on the ranch they adapted to a life with no electricity no
telephones or any city conveniences they learned that milk came from cows not the grocery
store that lanterns actually gave light without plugging into the wall that sometimes it was so
cold gasoline wouldn t burn the most compelling part of this story was the author s mother a
glamorous lady who soon learned to swing an axe rope cattle milk cows drive a lumber truck
and become a sawyer on her husband s sawmill the fancy lady from vancouver who looked
like a vogue model and became a legend the story tells about a traumatic injury to the author
s mother a missing child an association with a wanted felon cattle rustlers marauding wildlife
forest fires blizzards and missing parents its also a love story that began in england between
two people who gave their children simple values to appreciate nature and respect wildlife to
value their ranch animals especially the horses who always brought them safely home and to
appreciate the devotion of their dog a collie wolf mix an animal who thwarted danger more
than once read and enjoy the incredible adventures of this amazing family
Children's Books in Print, 2007 1835 on 6 april 1943 ian reid an officer in the black watch
was wounded and captured in tunisia and sent off to an italian prisoner of war camp five
months later when the germans took over the camp as the italians pulled out of the war he
escaped so began a life or death game of hide and seek in the heart of the beautiful italian
countryside living in barns sleeping in ditches and desperate scavenging for food he was
recaptured though heroically he was to escape from the germans a total of five times nearly
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sixty years later howard reid quite literally followed in his father s footsteps and made the
same journey across italy though in a rather more relaxed fashion starting near modena he
travelled to florence and through chianti siena and orvieto to rome and beyond painting an
intimate portrait of his extraordinary father and getting closer to the truth of his amazing
escapades which were the subject of a bestselling book in the 1950s along the way as we are
shown the real modern italy howard mused on father son relationships and the deep but
invisible scars left by two world wars on each of our personal histories this poignant and
engrossing book is a must for everyone who has ever asked or wanted too late to ask the
question what did you do in the war dad
The New London Medical and Surgical Dictionary, Etc 1995 the salmon of doubt is
douglas adams s indispensable guide to life the universe and everything it includes short
stories and eleven chapters of a dirk gently novel that douglas adams was working on at the
time of his death and features an introduction by stephen fry this sublime collection dips into
the wit and wisdom of the man behind the hitchhiker s guide to the galaxy uncovering his
unique comic musings on everything from his school trousers to malt whisky and from the
letter y through to his own nose via atheism hangovers and fried eggs these hilarious
collected writings reveal the warmth enthusiasm and ferocious intelligence behind this most
english of comic writers a man who was virtually an unofficial member of the monty python
team douglas adams on his passion for p g wodehouse the beatles and the perfect cup of tea
alone make this a must have collection and a remarkable sign off from one of the best loved
writers of all time start from the beginning of the surreal dirk gently series with dirk gently s
holistic detective agency
The Home Book of Health and Medicine: 1973 from award winning journalist kara
swisher comes a witty scathing but fair accounting of the tech industry and its founders who
wanted to change the world but broke it instead while tech titans bragged they would move
fast and break things kara swisher was moving faster and breaking news covering the
explosion of the digital sector in the early 1990s she developed a long track record of digging
up and reporting the truth of this new world order her consistent scoops drove one ceo to
accuse her of listening in the heating ducts and for facebook s sheryl sandberg to once say it
is a constant joke in the valley when people write memos for them to say i hope kara never
sees this burn book is part memoir part history and most of all a necessary recounting of tech
s most powerful players this is the inside story we ve all been waiting for of modern silicon
valley and the biggest boom in wealth creation in the history of the world while still in college
swisher got her start at the washington post where she became one of the few people in
journalism interested in the emerging field of tech she was among the first to recognize the
potential of the internet accurately predicting that everything that could be digitized would
be digitized she went on to work for the wall story journal joining with walt mossberg to start
the groundbreaking allthingsd conference as well as pioneering online tech sites it s only a
slight exaggeration to say swisher has interviewed everyone steve jobs jeff bezos elon musk
bill gates bob iger larry page and sergey brin meg whitman peter thiel and mark zuckerberg
are just a few who swisher made sweat figuratively and in one famous case literally despite
the damage she chronicles swisher remains optimistic about tech s potential to help solve
problems and not just create them she calls upon the industry to make better more
thoughtful choices even as a new set of powerful ai tools are poised to change the world yet
again at its heart this book is a love story to for and about tech from someone who knows it
better than anyone burn book includes soaring tales of innovation and brilliant entrepreneurs
as well as silicon valley s much more complex history of striving success and failure the book
details how the commercial internet came into being and how for all it has given the world it
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now sits at the center of global power creating a clear and present danger to humanity
The Pony Wife 2014-06-15 after meeting several months earlier lu and leo celebrate with a
night of fucking clad only in a thong high heels and tit jewelry lu is on her knees before him
she s a young woman who is living her life exactly as she wants her partner is a famous face
around greece and an infamous cocksman they have recently joined but their pairing is only
fleeting since they prefer pursuing one fuck after another in their attempt to live their sexual
lives to the fullest the next morning the former greek politician and the greatniece of bordello
owners jet off to paris when they part lu is summoned to cartier where she s involved in their
back room intimates line leo he is off to sniff for pussy both know the other cannot possibly
be faithful and will always remain free to blatantly pursue screwing this feast of hot fucking
continues with characters taking their sexuality to a whole new level every story rings true
every page provocative it s one hell of a wild ride includes lots of fucking high heels tit
jewelry a sex spree with models and much more
Drugs and Foods from Little-known Plants 1832 the thing with the garouls is you never get
quite what you think you will they really are something else hope glassy loves her job at
ambereye inc despite having jolie garoul as her new boss jolie is a moody workaholic she is
awkward contrary and on occasion just plain mean hope is hardworking popular and in
recovery from a serious illness she doesn t need a bizarre boss she doesn t need office
politics and she doesn t need to work over thanksgiving either nevertheless that s what she
and jolie end up doing in little dip home of the garoul clan an important meeting brings them
to the valley where it s assumed jolie has brought her chosen mate to meet her pack much to
her consternation jolie finds she likes this idea but hope has no time for romance she is eager
to get her life health and career back on track nothing more jolie is determined to change her
mind but how does a lycanthrope woo a human a small and super efficient bossy boots human
at that
Moonstruck 1831 britain s finest living nature writer the times the sunday times bestseller
shortlisted for the wainwright prize 2017 traditional ploughland is disappearing seven
cornfield flowers have become extinct in the last twenty years once abundant the corn
bunting and the lapwing are on the red list the corncrake is all but extinct in england and the
hare is running for its life written in exquisite prose the running hare tells the story of the
wild animals and plants that live in and under our ploughland from the labouring microbes to
the patrolling kestrel above the corn from the linnet pecking at seeds to the seven spot
ladybird that eats the aphids that eat the crop it recalls an era before open roofed factories
and silent empty fields recording the ongoing destruction of the unique fragile glorious
ploughland that exists just down the village lane but it is also the story of ploughland through
the eyes of man who took on a field and husbanded it in a natural traditional way restoring its
fertility and wildlife bringing back the old farmland flowers and animals john lewis stempel
demonstrates that it is still possible to create a place where the hare can rest safe shortlisted
for the richard jefferies society white horse bookshop prize 2016 john lewis stempel was
winner of the thwaites wainwright prize 2015 for meadowland
A Dictionary of Medicine, designed for popular use 1849 this volume in the 21st century
oxford authors series offers students and readers a comprehensive selection of the work of
john donne 1572 1631 accompanied by full scholarly apparatus this authoritative edition
enables students to study donne s work in the order in which it was written and wherever
possible using the text of the first published version the volume presents a wholly new edition
of donne s verse and prose consisting of a selection of donne s compositions that circulated in
manuscript or in print form during his lifetime each text is paired with a generous
complement of historical and textual annotation which enables students to access and
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appreciate the excitement with which donne s contemporaries his first readers discovered his
famous and incomparable originality audacity ingenuity and wit the edition incorporates new
directions and emphases in scholarly editing that equip students with a better understanding
of the texts and the contexts in which they were produced such as the history of readership
and the history of texts as material objects explanatory notes and commentary are included
to enhance the study understanding and enjoyment of these works and the edition includes
an introduction to the life and works of donne and a chronology
A Dictionary of Medicine 2017-01-25 can he stop the one who got away from getting away
again everyone in her alaskan town hopes iris james is back for good including dr flynn
ramsey who stole her heart when they were awkward teenagers she realizes he s planning an
encore but a prestigious job in washington dc is calling to her only ever since their kiss at her
brother s wedding iris isn t sure about anything except her reignited feelings for flynn
A Dictionary of Medicine ... 1829 can one determined trainer teach a vet how to love horse
trainer anne macdonald is adamant she can turn a group of rescued miniature horses into
helper animals for people with disabilities but she s not sure which is harder training the
minis or working with dr vince peterson williamston s newest and most arrogant veterinarian
can her tennessee charm work on the horses and on the commitment shy vince
Saddles & Sawdust 2011-02-28 the broadview anthology of sixteenth century poetry and
prose makes available not only extensive selections from the works of canonical writers but
also substantial extracts from writers who have either been neglected in earlier anthologies
or only relatively recently come to the attention of twentieth and twenty first century scholars
and teachers popular fiction and prose nonfiction are especially well represented including
selections from popular romances merchant fiction sensation pamphlets sermons and ballads
the texts are extensively annotated with notes both explaining unfamiliar words and
providing cultural and historical contexts
A London Encyclopaedia, Or Universal Dictionary of Science, Art, Literature and
Practical Mechanics 2012-12-13 regarded by many as the greatest of the metaphysical
poets john donne 1572 1631 was also among the most intriguing figures of the elizabethan
age a sensualist who composed erotic and playful love poetry in his youth he was raised a
catholic but later became one of the most admired protestant preachers of his time the
selected poems reflects this wide diversity and includes his youthful songs and sonnets
epigrams elegies letters satires and the profoundly moving divine poems composed towards
the end of his life from joyful poems such as the flea which transforms the image of a louse
into something marvellous to the intimate and intense holy sonnets donne breathed new
vigour into poetry by drawing lucid and often startling metaphors from the world in which he
lived his poems remain among the most passionate profound and spiritual in the english
language
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